Date: 05/12/2022

PRODUCT CHANGE NOTICE (PNC)

To Our Customers:

We appreciate your use of Cinch Dura-Con products. Our commitment in maintaining and improving processes is demonstrated by plans to enhance our product pricing, quality, reliability, and manufacturability. The purpose of this notice is to inform you of a product change.

**Product(s) Affected:** All Commercial Colored Wired Terminated Micro-Ds
Part numbers start with DCCM, DCDM or DCDA and use wire color code “5”

**Reason(s) for Change:** Reduces cost of the products, and improves lead-times

**Description of Change:** The coloring option for the insulated wire termination is changing to a system that provides 1-10 repeating colors. The current-colored wire option uses a unique wire color for each position. The number of positions can be as high as 100.

**Affected Date Code:** The transition will occur over the next 6 months and will be completely changed to 1-10 repeating colors by 11/1/2022.

**Product Availability:** Currently available

**Additional Information:** No change to fit or function. Form is only changing in visual appearance.